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WINTER GOLF GOING FORWARD 
 
Due to the changing environment we 
appear to be having warmer but wetter 
winters. We are currently looking at plans 
to keep the course open during extreme 
wet weather. The plan is to improve 
drainage in certain areas that historically 
cause issues in severe wet conditions. A 
good example being the front of the 7
green, but there are of course plenty of 
other areas. We are looking at prioritising a 
plan of areas which we hope would assist 
us in opening say 9 holes a bit quicker than 
in the past. Work on this drainage is likely 
to start at the end of the winter. This 
suggestion has come from the head 
greenkeeper who is more aware than
anyone of the desire to get the course 
open as soon as it can be. The other focus 
going forward will be preparation of 
temporary greens earlier in the year. It has 
been evident this was needed this year, 
but that is easy to say after the event. We 
are learning as we go along, but at the 
same time trying to make use of that 
learning. 

GREENS COMMITTEE

 WINTER GOLF 

It really is challenging for the golfing world. 
We have had near record rainfall in recent 
months. This presents all sorts of problems 
from course being closed, to not allowing 
machinery on the course. It also 
encourages diseases on the greens which 
would normally have been frozen out.
also gives our 350 inhouse greenkeepers 
the opportunity to tell the rest of us when 
the course should be open and playable. 
Please bear in mind we want the course 
open. It brings well needed funds into the 
club. But we will not open it at the expense 
of damaging the course. All local clubs 
have had similar issues this year they have 
had to deal with. 

Please bear with us during this challenging 
time. 
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WINTER PROGRAM 

The 2nd tee is due to be completed soon. 

Tree and shrubbery clearout is continuing.

A new temporary winter mat is in play on the 11

The irrigation tank has been fitted 

Unfortunately, the wet weather has meant some of the 
winter program we were hoping to work on
completed, but is been reviewed all the time.

Winter work on greens and fairways continues as the 
weather allows. 

MACHINERY 

As we are looking long term, a ve
greens budget is machinery. Some equipment cost
excess of £20,000 per item. As you can imagine careful 
planning is required and needs to be planned years in 
advance. 

This planning is being undertaken in co
Greens Committee, President, C
thing we do well at our club has been to maintain our 
machinery inhouse. This has meant we have managed to 
keep on top of costs, and expand the life of machinery. 
However of course all machines ha
is what we are trying to plan for.

DIVOTS 

It appears repairing divots is not
is no excuse for this. Please can everyone 
partners that divots do not replace themselves should you 
see this happening. 

We are looking at trialling small 
forthcoming Texas scramble competition.

This just 
goes to 
show how 
much rain 
we’ve had 
and that the 
ditches are 
doing their 
job! 
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